
"I  enjoyed.. .watching you stretch

the minds and hearts of our

students. . .You are a great role

model and a gutsy person." 

Bibiana Foschetti ,  4th Grade

Teacher Pio Pico Span School

NEW
PERSPECTIVES

THROUGH ENTERTAINMENT
EDUCATION AND MOTIVATION
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She is well versed in dealing with
children and adults of all ages.
She will personalize her program
based on your organization's
needs.

Dawn Grabowski will entertain,
educate, motivate, and inspire
your group. 

"Dawn Grabowski has made a

significant different in the

entertainment community by

"Shattering Images" about

people with disabilit ies." 

Gail Williamson, (Disability

Advocate & KMR Agency).

“Dawn Grabowski is the most

passionate, energetic, receptive,

tolerant, generous, and

humorous professional I have

ever known. She sets her goals

high and is relentless in

pursuing & then achieving

them.”

H. Wanko, retired ESE Dir.



ABOUT DAWN
An event with Dawn will expand your

views. Dawn's direct and honest

experiences about her trials, triumphs, and

evolution will be illuminating. She has

figured out what works best, and what may

not work as well. She is prepared to share

techniques to successfully network and

overcome to climb to the top of the stairs

without losing your balance.

Speaking and sharing is her natural

evolution of all her creative endeavors,

personal life, and hard work over the years.

After Dawn speaks, you will be motivated

to accomplish any goal or task necessary

whether it be personal, professional, or

corporate. A successful victory to the top

of the penthouse floor is your only option.

Dawn will entertain, enlighten, educate,

and laughing is optional too because

boring is not in her vocabulary.

Dawn Grabowski
has a wide range
of programs for
all ages.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

ALWAYS GOING UP

Dawn’s one-woman, auto-biographical

play. Winner of The Christopher Reeve

Acting Scholarship Competition, she has

appeared with Tom Cruise in ‘Jerry

Maguire’ & on television’s “E.R.”. She

recounts her struggles in school & show

business as an actor with Cerebral

Palsy. A funny, moving story & living

proof that nothing is impossible if you

nurture your dreams.

PASSION AND PERSISTENCE

Dawn’s motivational program will make

you realize you overcome obstacles no

matter what your circumstances, no

matter what. She has success despite

having Cerebral Palsy. If she can do it,

so can you.

INDEPENDENCE ALL THE WAY

Learn the steps to produce your own

personal goal.  Or, learn the steps to

produce plays, webisodes, and films

truly independently.

STARTING ON THE 
GROUND FLOOR

Learning the “Ins & Outs of Hollywood”. 

If you are new in town or you think this

is the career of your dreams, you need

to attend this seminar!

WOMEN, THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY, AND DISABILITY

This seminar discusses notable women

in the Industry.

Performers with Disabilities are

discussed, and the role of Women with

Disabilities is specified.

How far have we come?

How far do we have to go?


